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Abstract Recent work suggests that storm track diagnostics such as eddy heat fluxes and eddy kinetic
energies have very small signatures in the first annular mode of zonal mean zonal wind, suggesting a lack
of co-variability between the locations of the extratropical jet and storm tracks. The frequency-dependence
of this apparent decoupling is explored in ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The annular modes show similar
spatial characteristics in the different frequency ranges considered. Cancellation between the signatures of
storm track diagnostics in the leading low-pass and high-pass filtered annular modes is evident, partly
explaining their small signature in the total. It is shown that at timescales greater than 30 days, the first
zonal wind mode describes latitudinal shifts of both the midlatitude jet and its associated storm tracks, and
it appears that the persistence of zonal wind anomalies is sustained primarily by a baroclinic feedback.

1. Introduction
The leading modes of variability of the extratropical circulation are referred to as “annular modes” (see, e.g.,
Thompson & Wallace, 2000; Thompson, Wallace, & Hegerl, 2000) and are often derived using Empirical
Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of meteorological fields such as geopotential height and zonal mean
zonal wind. Limpasuvan and Hartmann (1999, 2000) and Lorenz and Hartmann (2001, 2003) described the
eddy-mean flow interactions that maintain the annular modes. Karoly (1990), Hartmann and Lo (1998),
and Lorenz and Hartmann (2001), among others, have argued that in the Southern Hemisphere, there is a
positive feedback between high frequency (synoptic) eddies and the zonal mean flow. In each hemisphere,
the leading EOF of zonal wind takes the form of a dipolar structure centered on the mean jet which, alone,
would describe latitudinal fluctuations of the jet. The second EOF peaks at the maximum of the mean
jet, with reversed sign in its wings; alone, this component describes intensification and narrowing of the
jet. However, these patterns are not mutually independent, and together, they describe the poleward prop-
agation of jet anomalies (James & Dodd, 1996; Feldstein, 1998; Lee et al., 2007; Sheshadri & Plumb, 2017)
through nonzero lag-correlations (e.g., Sparrow et al., 2009).

Thompson and Woodworth (2014) and Thompson and Barnes (2014) argued that variability in the Southern
Hemisphere extratropical zonal flow could be described in terms of two distinct structures: a barotropic
annular mode (the Southern Annular Mode [SAM], derived from EOF analysis of zonal mean zonal wind),
and a baroclinic annular mode (the BAM, the leading EOF of eddy kinetic energy [EKE]). The former dom-
inates the variability in zonal mean kinetic energy and momentum fluxes, while the latter dominates the
variability in EKE and eddy fluxes of heat; conversely, the eddy heat fluxes and EKEs associated with the
SAM explain very small fractions of the total variance in their respective fields, while the BAM accounts
for only a small fraction of the variance in the wave fluxes of momentum. These studies suggest that
this decoupling between the wave fluxes of heat and momentum associated with the SAM and the BAM
imply independent barotropic and baroclinic variations of the storm tracks, respectively. They also appear
to have implications for the nature of eddy-mean flow interactions in SAM dynamics, since in some the-
ories the baroclinic feedback is seen as critical to the mechanism of jet fluctuations (Hartmann, 2007;
Robinson, 1994, 1996).

Sparrow et al. (2009) used a dynamical core model to examine the behavior of the two leading zonal wind
EOFs. Given the separation of characteristic timescales between the eddy forcing and the zonal wind (Lorenz
& Hartmann, 2001), they used a 30-day cutoff to distinguish high and low frequencies and showed that their
model's annular modes behave differently at low and high frequencies. Blanco-Fuentes and Zurita-Gotor
(2011) used reanalysis data to investigate the internal variability of baroclinicity in the Southern Hemisphere
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midlatitudes and suggested that at high frequencies, variations in eddy heating dominate, while at low fre-
quencies, this variability is forced by eddy momentum flux and surface friction. Distinct behavior of the
Northern Hemisphere storm tracks at high and low frequencies has also been noted in several recent studies
(e.g., Novak et al., 2015, 2017).

Recently, Boljka et al. (2018) investigated the relationships between the first EOFs of zonal mean zonal
wind and EKE under time filtering in a dry dynamical core model as well as in reanalysis data. Although
Thompson and Woodworth (2014) found that the SAM and EOF1 of EKE were largely decoupled, Boljka
et al. (2018) showed that the SAM and EOF2 of EKE, which has a dipolar structure similar to the SAM, were
strongly correlated (anticorrelated) in both their model and reanalysis data when the fields were low-pass
(high-pass) filtered. The results of Boljka et al. (2018) therefore indicated that EKE shifts along with the
SAM on long timescales.

In this paper, we use ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) to explore the extent to which diagnos-
tics of the storm tracks (heat fluxes and EKE) co-vary with the SAM at timescales of relevance to the climate
change problem. We follow Sparrow et al. (2009) in using a 30-day cutoff to distinguish high and low fre-
quencies. This temporal filtering is intended to separate different dynamical regimes. For periods less than
about 30 days, one is resolving the baroclinic life cycles and thus highlighting an essentially transient mutual
interaction between the eddies and the mean flow. At longer periods, the eddies may respond to jet changes
in a quasi-steady manner while the mean flow may respond to the eddy variability as to a forcing that is
stochastic in time. We do indeed find different characteristics in the two frequency bands: that cancellation
between low- and high-frequency signals contribute to the weak correlation between the SAM, EKE, and
heat flux and that the low-frequency SAM signals are much more in keeping with ideas of baroclinic feed-
back than appears to be the case in the absence of filtering. Thus, we show that on timescales of relevance
to climate change, diagnostics of the storm tracks such as heat fluxes and EKE do co-vary with the zonal
mean winds.

2. Method
We use daily mean ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) from 1979 through 2018, with a hori-
zontal resolution of 1.0◦ in latitude and longitude and 21 vertical levels between 100 and 1,000 hPa. Zonal
mean zonal wind
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Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux divergence are calculated. Bars denote zonal means, and primes represent devi-
ations from the zonal mean. EKE, heat flux, and momentum flux are calculated from four-times daily
resolution and then averaged over 24 hr. EOFs of zonal mean zonal wind are calculated from pressure and
latitude weighted data between 90◦S and 20◦S and 100 and 1,000 hPa.

Following Sparrow et al. (2009), we separate the timescales that are comparable with those of baroclinic
eddy life cycles from the longer timescales. To this end, we apply a Lanczos filter to the zonal wind. EOFs are
calculated separately from the unfiltered, low-pass filtered, and high-pass filtered data. For all results shown
here, we follow Sparrow et al. (2009) in using a 30-day cutoff for the filtering. The major characteristics of the
results are insensitive to choices between 20 and 60 days; using a 10-day cutoff has a more profound impact.

3. Regressions on the Annular Modes
The Southern Hemisphere annual mean zonal mean zonal wind and EKE are shown in Figure 1. The sub-
tropical and eddy-driven tropospheric jets (Figure 1a) are almost separated, with the latter peaking around
48◦S; EKE (Figure 1b) has a broad upper tropospheric maximum encompassing both jets, but peaking
around the latitude of the eddy-driven jet.

The two leading EOFs of zonal mean zonal wind are shown in Figure 2 for the unfiltered data as well as
for the low-pass and high-pass filtered data. In the unfiltered data (left column), these two EOFs exhibit the
characteristics noted by Lorenz and Hartmann (2001) and Sparrow et al. (2009), among others, with EOF1
being dominated by a dipole straddling the climatological midlatitude jet, with a weak tertiary maximum
on the equatorward edge of the subtropical jet, while EOF2 is in quadrature with EOF1, with its primary
extremum coincident with the climatological jet. Together, as discussed in Lorenz and Hartmann (2001) and
Sheshadri and Plumb (2017), these modes describe the poleward propagation of zonal wind anomalies noted
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Figure 1. Annual mean (a) zonal mean zonal wind and (b) EKE in Southern Hemisphere. EKE = eddy kinetic energy.

in the atmosphere by Feldstein (1998) and in models by James and James (1992). The EOF structures are
remarkably robust to the time filtering (as noted by Hartmann & Lo, 1998): the low- and high-pass-filtered
EOFs are very similar to those of the unfiltered case, and EOF1 has a node near the climatological midlat-
itude jet maximum around 50◦S in all cases, with extrema in the middle and upper troposphere at around
60◦S and 40◦S, with a weaker tertiary peak near 25◦S, while EOF2 peaks near the midlatitude jet maximum
around 50◦S. Only EOF2 of the low-pass filtered data (Figure 2e) exhibits any significant departure from the
unfiltered case, with a slightly more equatorward primary extremum, a weaker poleward extremum, and an
equatorward extremum that is both stronger and further equatorward than its unfiltered counterpart.

Regressions against EOF1 (i.e., the SAM) of zonal mean zonal wind, EKE, and eddy heat and momen-
tum fluxes are shown for unfiltered, low-pass, and high-pass data (including the sum of the latter two) in
Figure 3. Since the regressions are made against the principal component of u in the relevant frequency
band, the low- and high-pass regressions are not strictly additive although, given the similarity of the first
two EOFs, they are approximately so. Panels (a) through (d) show that regressions of u onto EOF1 are very
similar in structure for all four cases, indicating that the low- and high-pass filtered data as well as their
sum describe SAM-like jet shifts. In the unfiltered data, EKE shows two upper level maxima and minima,

Figure 2. Latitude-pressure structure of the leading two EOFs of zonal mean zonal wind. EOF1 is shown in the top row; EOF1 based on unfiltered data in the
left column (explains 45% of variance), 30-day low-pass filtered data in the middle column (explains 53% of low-pass filtered variance), and 30-day high-pass
filtered data in the right column (explains 34% of high-pass filtered variance). The structure of EOF2 for the unfiltered (24%), 30-day low-pass (23%), and 30-day
high-pass (28%) filtered data is shown in the bottom row. EOF = Empirical Orthogonal Function.
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Figure 3. Regressions onto EOF1 of zonal mean zonal wind (top row), EKE (second row), eddy heat flux (third row) and eddy momentum flux (bottom row).
Left column shows regressions onto unfiltered data, third column shows regressions onto 30-day low-pass filtered data, fourth column shows regressions onto
30-day high-pass filtered data, and the second column shows the sums of low- and high-pass filtered data. Contour intervals are 1 m/s (top row), 2.5 m2∕s2, 0.5
m · K∕s (third row), and 2 m2∕s2, (bottom row). EKE = eddy kinetic energy, EOF = Empirical Orthogonal Function.

with the strongest minimum located closer to the pole (Figure 3e). Thompson and Woodworth (2014), who
analyzed ERA-Interim data from 1979 through 2010, obtained practically identical patterns when regress-
ing EKE onto the SAM (see Figure 2e in their paper). While a local maximum and a (weak) local minimum
peak at latitudes close to the maximum and minimum in the regression of u onto EOF1 (Figure 3a), they
are far from coincident. This suggests that, in the unfiltered case, the latitudinal structure of EKE does not
co-vary with that of u.

However, the low- and high-pass filtered data tell a very different story: in the low-pass filtered case
(Figure 3g), the EKE regression shows a strong midlatitude dipole with increased (decreased) EKE coinci-
dent with westerly (easterly) wind anomaly, while the high-pass filtered case (Figure 3h) exhibits negative
(positive) EKE anomalies poleward (equatorward) of about 55◦S. The sum of the low- and high-pass fil-
tered data (Figure 3f) has a structure very similar to that of the unfiltered case, although with extrema of
higher magnitudes. All of the above shows (1) that the first zonal wind mode describes latitudinal shifts
of both the midlatitude jet and its associated storm tracks at long timescales; (2) that EKE decreases in
the direction of the jet shift and increases in the opposite direction at short timescales; and (3) that these
two behaviors add up to the correlation seen in the unfiltered data, indicating that cancellation between
low- and high-frequency processes produces the weak structural correspondence seen in Figure 3e. The first
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two of these points are consistent with the strong correlation (anticorrelation) between the SAM and EOF2
of EKE under low-pass (high-pass) filtering shown by Boljka et al. (2018).

The eddy heat flux signal of unfiltered EOF1 (Figure 3i) has negative components in the lower troposphere
over Antarctica and equatorward of about 45◦S, and a positive component largely coincident with the posi-
tive lobe of the u signal. The low-pass filtered signal (Figure 3k) displays a slightly more negative surface heat
flux between about 70◦S and 60◦S, close to the anomalous westerlies, and practically no positive components
further equatorward, suggesting that increased low-level baroclinicity due to increased westerlies increase
the eddy heat flux at longer timescales. The high-pass signal (Figure 3l), by contrast, is positively correlated
in latitude with the zonal wind anomalies with more positive (negative) heat flux where the zonal wind
anomalies are westerly (easterly), and thus spatially out of phase with the low-level baroclinicity. Therefore,
at short timescales, the vertical wave flux moves equatorward when the zonal wind shifts poleward. As in
the case of u and EKE, the sum of the low- and high-pass filtered signals (Figure 3j) results in a structure
very similar to the unfiltered data but with extrema of larger magnitudes. EOF1 of heat flux is a monopole
while EOF2 is a dipole (not shown), and for unfiltered, low-pass filtered as well as high-pass filtered heat
flux data, the first two EOFs explain more than 50% of the total variance. In the unfiltered data, the first
two EOFs of heat flux are largely decoupled from the SAM, with correlation magnitudes of 0.02 and 0.03
for EOF1 and EOF2, respectively. However, these correlations increase under filtering, with magnitudes of
0.31 and 0.04 for low-pass filtered data and 0.10 and 0.29 for high-pass filtered data.

The momentum flux pattern associated with unfiltered EOF1 is dominated by northward fluxes extending
from about 40◦S to 70◦S; as has been noted frequently before (e.g., Hartmann & Lo, 1998; Karoly, 1990;
Robinson, 1994), these fluxes act to reinforce the zonal wind anomalies. Unlike the heat fluxes, the low-
and high-pass momentum fluxes are similar to each other, and to the total, the only difference being a slight
equatorward displacement of the high-pass fluxes relative to the others.

4. Wave-Activity Budget
To understand what sets the frequency variability of EOF1, we consider the wave activity budget in the form
of the generalized EP relation (e.g., Edmon et al., 1980), regressed onto EOF1 of low- and high-pass-filtered
data: ⟨

𝜕A
𝜕t

⟩
+ ⟨∇ · F⃗⟩ = ⟨D⟩, (1)

where ⟨⟩ denotes regression onto EOF1 of low- and high-pass filtered data, A is wave activity density, D rep-
resents non-conservative terms (friction, thermal damping, and wave breaking), and ∇ · F⃗ is the divergence
of EP flux. The latter is in spherical coordinates defined as
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where r0 is the radius of Earth, 𝜙 is latitude, f is the Coriolis parameter, and 𝜃 is potential temperature.
Evaluated at a pressure level p0 and slightly rearranged, equation (1) becomes
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Figure 4 shows the two terms on the right hand side of equation (3) (i.e., −∇ · F⃗ vertically integrated to
pressure level p0) regressed onto EOF1 of unfiltered, low-pass and high-pass data (and the sum of the latter
two) at three tropospheric pressure levels. The first term is the momentum flux component, and the second
term is the heat flux component. If these terms are of equal magnitudes but opposite signs, there is no EP flux
divergence above the given pressure level. The heat flux component is associated with baroclinic instability;
in contrast, the momentum flux component would be dominant if the instability is barotropic.

The two terms have similar latitudinal structures in the unfiltered data (Figure 4a) and add up to EP flux
convergence equatorward of about 45◦S to 50◦S and divergence poleward; the convergence and divergence
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Figure 4. Momentum flux (solid) and heat flux (dashed) components of the right hand side of Equation (3) and
their sum (dotted line) at three pressure levels. (a) Unfiltered data, (b) sum of low- and high-pass filtered data,
(c) low-pass filtered data, and (d) high-pass filtered data.

is balanced by changes in the wave activity density and nonconservative processes. Keeping the sign dif-
ference in mind, the latitudinal structure of Figure 4a is in agreement with the heat flux anomalies found
by Thompson and Woodworth (2014) during the decay stage of the SAM (see Figure 8c in their paper). As
before, the sum of low- and high-pass filtered data (Figure 4b) matches the structure of the unfiltered data
but with higher magnitudes.

However, nonconservative and transient effects play a much smaller role in the low-pass filtered data
(Figure 4c). The signs of the momentum flux and heat flux components are largely anticorrelated in lat-
itude, and the terms partly cancel each other out, resulting in EP flux convergences and divergences of
magnitudes that are lower than the individual components at some latitudes. This balance suggests that
the baroclinic (heat) fluxes play an important role in the low-frequency variability by feeding barotropic
(momentum) fluxes. This is consistent with the idealized modeling results of Sparrow et al. (2009), who
found that the horizontal and vertical eddy terms of EP flux reach a quasi-equilibrium at low frequencies,
dominated by positive eddy feedback. The overall picture of the eddy signal associated with EOF1 at low
frequency, therefore, is like that described by Robinson (1994) and Robinson (2000), and found by Boljka
et al. (2018) in model and reanalysis data: a quasi-steady response of increased baroclinic wave generation,
and locally increased EKE, in association with a poleward shift of the jet. In other words, baroclinic fluxes
act to support the barotropic structure of the SAM at low frequencies.

In contrast, the signs of the momentum flux and heat flux components for high-pass-filtered data (Figure 4d)
are strongly correlated in latitude, showing that the high-frequency variability is set by upper tropospheric
wave breaking and changes in the wave activity density. This high frequency behavior is consistent with
the results of Sparrow et al. (2009). While the momentum flux component is similar to that of the low-pass
filtered case, the heat flux (baroclinic) component is very different, indicating that tropospheric heat flux
leads to wave breaking and changes in wave activity density at short timescales.
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5. Conclusions
The SAM displays a strong zonal wind component, corresponding to a shift of the midlatitude jet, and a
clear signal in momentum flux. Its EKE signal represents a very small fraction of total EKE variability and
is spatially rather weakly correlated with the zonal wind shift. However, characteristics of the modes appear
somewhat different when separated into components with periods less than, and greater than, 30 days.

The EOFs show similar spatial zonal wind structures in the low-pass and high-pass ranges; nevertheless,
the eddy signatures are in some cases very different. In the raw data, there is evidently some cancellation
occurring between low-pass and high-pass contributions to EKE and eddy heat fluxes. At low frequencies,
the eddy heat and momentum fluxes behave qualitatively as one might expect for zonal wind perturba-
tions in steady state. In particular, EOF1 is associated with increased EKE coincident with the latitudes of
anomalous westerlies and strengthened low-level baroclinicity. The relationship between the eddies and the
jet is consistent with a quasi-steady perspective: enhanced eddy heat fluxes and EKE being largely coinci-
dent with a locally strengthened jet and enhanced low-level baroclinicity. Thus, maintenance of persistent
zonal wind anomalies appears to result primarily from a baroclinic, rather than barotropic, feedback mech-
anism. Correlation coefficients between the SAM and first two components of heat flux show that while the
magnitude of the correlation in unfiltered data is low, it increases dramatically with filtering.

At high frequencies, upper tropospheric wave breaking and transient effects, as opposed to heat and momen-
tum flux contributions, dominate the wave activity budget, and high-frequency signatures of EKE and heat
flux exhibit maxima (minima) at latitudes where their low-frequency counterparts show minima (maxima).
The high- and low-frequency signals of zonal mean zonal wind, EKE, heat flux, and momentum flux add
up to structures remarkably similar to the signals found in unfiltered data, indicating that cancellations
between high- and low-frequency processes result in the weak SAM signals observed in raw data.

Thompson and Woodworth (2014) and Thompson and Barnes (2014) have argued that Southern Hemi-
sphere extratropical flow can be described by the SAM (a barotropic mode) and the first EOF of EKE
(a baroclinic mode) and that the SAM accounts for a very small fraction of EKE and heat flux variability.
However, Boljka et al. (2018) showed that strong correlations between the SAM and EOF2 of EKE can be
found under time filtering. Here we confirm the results of Boljka et al. (2018) by showing that the correla-
tions between the SAM, EKE, and heat flux depend strongly on the timescale one considers. Additionally,
we demonstrate that the weak correlations between these variables in unfiltered data are partly due to can-
cellation between low- and high-frequency signals. At longer timescales of relevance to the climate change
problem, SAM variability seems to be largely maintained by baroclinic, rather than barotropic, mechanisms.
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